Time-triggered Ethernet (TTE) is designed as a deterministic real-time network for mixed-critical real-time systems, such as industrial automation, aerospace, and aviation. Due to asynchrony between tasks and the network in end systems (ESes), time-triggered (TT) messages have to spend uncertain time in waiting for being scheduled after they are generated. The waiting time uncertainly increases end to end delays for TT messages and will degrade the real-time and determinacy of TT messages sequentially. The contribution of this paper is to present a new architecture SDTTE to minimize the end to end delays, so as to enhance real-time and determinacy of TT messages. More specifically, a frame-based network model is built to describe distributed network resources. Under the network model, the end to end delay model with asynchrony between tasks and the network is analyzed. To match the generated time with the triggered time for TT messages, the triggered mechanism of the TT traffic in ESes is regarded as event strategy to detect the generated time of TT messages automatically. Based on this, the software defined TTE (SDTTE) is presented to optimize TT schedule online in switches. Furthermore, a simplified algorithm based on Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) is proposed to satisfy real-time computing requirements. Finally, experiments with three network sizes verify the availability of SDTTE and analyze its performance. The results show that end to end delays for TT messages in SDTTE are decreased by about 95% compared with those in TTE. And the delays for rate-constrained and best-effort messages in SDTTE are almost as well as those in TTE. The processing time is less than 10s. In general, SDTTE provides a method to optimize end to end delays for TT messages in TTE, thus SDTTE has more determinacy and real-time than TTE. Meanwhile, SDTTE makes dynamic reconfiguration possible in practice.
I. INTRODUCTION A. TIME-TRIGGERED SCHEDULE TABLE
Network is a core technology of architectural concepts tailored for deterministic operation, clean interfacing and predictable resource sharing in integrated fault-tolerant systems with time-, mission-and safety-critical functions. Time-triggered ethernet (TTE), as a deterministic networking solution based on 802.3 Ethernet, adds time-triggered (TT) mechanism to eliminate the transmission indeterminacy of the TT traffic [1] - [5] . As prerequisite, a global TT schedule table is required to avoid collision among different time-triggered windows [6] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Giovanni Merlino . When an avionics system maintains its mission pattern, the coresponding end systems (ESes) will also hold their task states, the generated time of a TT message in ES is usually a fixed value. A static global TT schedule table can meet time-triggered communication requirements. However, when an end system changes its task states or reconfigures, the generated time of a TT message may be changed as task is executed in different mission model. It needs some static global TT schedule tables that correspond to different missions. Whatever the state of the avionics system is, global TT schedule tables are static. Focus on the static schedule table design, various heuristic TT scheduling algorithms have been researched widely to obtain a feasible TT schedule table with different calculation complexity [7] - [9] .
As the research further develops, Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) is presented to solve the satisfiability of logic formulas [10] , [11] . Naturally, TT schedule suits the SMT problem well since periodic frames can be represented by finite sets which repeat infinitely with a given period [12] . SMT was introduced into planning TT schedule to obtain a feasible TT schedule table easily [13] - [15] .
However, the queuing delay for a TT message in an end system (ES) has not been considered into the conventional end to end delay [16] - [18] . Indeed, a TT frame might have to wait a full transmission period in the ES before being scheduled out [19] . Namely, the TT traffic introduces another delay from TT schedule due to inconsistency between its generated time and its triggered time. The range of the delay is from zero to a full transmission period. It might lead that the rate-constrained (RC) traffic has better real-time and determinacy than the TT traffic in some cases of low bandwidth utilization.
B. RELATED WORK
Hard real-time systems add synchronous model of computation and communication (MOCC) support [20] . Namely, a hard real-time system is a time-triggered architecture (TTA), where tasks, partitions, and network are synchronous. So the queuing delays in end systems usually are a constant value (e.g. millisecond-level), thus the real-time of the TT traffic has a dramatic decline. Meanwhile, in the case of reconfiguration, TT messages have to wait different queuing delays. It may lead a dramatic scheduling jitter for the TT traffic. Many researchers tried to synthesize tasks and the network to obtain an integrated TT schedule table [21] - [23] . The generated time of TT messages is known in hard real-time systems, the gap between the generated time and the triggered time can be used as a constraint to optimize TT schedule table.
In hard real-time systems, all tasks must schedule during the special time. Fraboul's team thinks that the loosely time-triggered architecture (L-TTA) is better in practice [20] . In addition to time-triggered, L-TTA can also realize some uncertain scheduling mechanisms, such as multi-priority in RC traffic. In L-TTA, TT-tasks continue being performed by static task schedule to guarantee the periodicity of TT-tasks. But system and network have their own synchronization mechanism, respectively. So task-level time and network-level time are inconsistent. It becomes difficult to predict the accurate generated time based on network-level time. It varies with task execution and can be different in each startup of an ES. How to obtain the accurate generated time of TT frames is the key problem on TT schedule table design.
Meanwhile, task-level time and network-level time are dynamically changing. So time drift between the generated time and the triggered time is also dynamical. It leads a jitter for the TT traffic. There must be an online detection mechanism to keep the TT traffic from a dramatic scheduling jitter. To solve this problem, it needs a centralized controller, mixed-critical network to support TT schedule online. McKeown presented software defined network (SDN) to dynamically adjust network configuration on campus network [24] . It makes centralized control possible. Thereafter, SDN has a considerable development in the mixed-critical network. Sampigethaya analyzed opportunities and challenges of SDN in aviation qualitatively [25] . SDN has huge advantages in the real-time network. Based on this, Heise analyzed performance evaluation of SDN hardware for avionic networks with avionics full duplex switched ethernet (AFDX) through the experiment [26] . However, the flow tables in switches are configured statically during the initial only, the advantage of dynamic adjustment in SDN is not taken. Further, Guck established network models in SDN-based real-time network [27] . The combination of a routing procedure and a network model needs to be further analyzed. Recently, Kumar introduced SDN to guarantee end-to-end network delay, but they only consider the optimization problem for RC traffic [28] . How to realize dynamic TT schedule by SDN is another critical problem to guarantee determinacy online.
Scheduling algorithm determines the matching accuracy between the tasks schedule and the network schedule. The above SMT-based algorithms can obtain a feasible solution, but they can not solve optimal problem. Craciunas presented an optimized SMT-based methods to suit online scheduling scenarios [29] . Thereafter, Craciunas transformed the taskand network-level schedule co-synthesis into a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem with different objectives [12] . But he found that the MIP spends too much time to perform calculating online, and the processing time of the optimized SMT-based method is still too long. According to the processing time and matching accuracy of the tasks schedule and the network schedule, how to optimize the SMT-based algorithm is the third problem to guarantee task-level realtime and determinacy requirement.
C. CONTRIBUTIONS
To solve the above three problems, we propose the software defined time-triggered ethernet (SDTTE) framework which decreases the end to end delay and jitter for TT messages caused by asynchrony between tasks and the network and can increase real-time and determinacy of the TT traffic. The primary contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) A triggered mechanism of the TT traffic, which makes the generated time of each TT message indirectly detectable, is presented to ease asynchrony between tasks and the network in end systems (ESes). The triggered mechanism of the TT traffic is regarded as event-triggered type in the source ESes. Meanwhile, the TT traffic keeps time-triggered mechanism among switches. 2) A SDN-based TTE network architecture SDTTE is proposed to guarantee online synchronization between tasks and the network, when variable mission and reconfiguration occur. The SDTTE can detect the generated time of each TT frame and plan TT schedule table for all switches online. VOLUME 8, 2020
3) A simplified SMT-based algorithm is presented to reduce the processing time of TT schedule with synchronization between tasks and the network.
D. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 builds network model and the end to end delay model. Subsequently, section 3 presents a new message model by changing the triggered mechanism of the TT traffic to make the generated time of TT frames detectable. And then SDTTE is proposed to synchronize tasks with the network online. Meanwhile, to reduce the processing time of TT schedule, a simplified algorithm based on SMT is presented. Section 4 verifies the availability of SDTTE by using a simulation experiment based on OMNeT++. Subsequently, the performance of messages in SDTTE is compared with those in TTE by statistical experiments in middle and large mesh network. Meanwhile, some phenomena in the experiments are described and illustrated. Finally, some conclusions are given in section 5.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. NETWORK MODEL
A TTEthernet network is a full duplex switched network with time-triggered and event-triggered mechanism. A TTE network can be formally modeled as a directed graph G(V , E), where the set of vertices V comprises the communication nodes (switches and end-systems) and the edges E represent the directional communication links between nodes, similar to Zhao et al. [18] . For an edge e i,j with the bandwidth C e i,j (e.g. 100 Mbit/s, 1 Gbit/s, etc.), it can be given by
We model time-triggered communication via the concept of virtual link (VL), where a virtual link is a logical data-flow path in the network from a sending node to one or several receiving nodes. A typical virtual link vl p ∈ VL from a producer task running on ES v e1 to a consumer task running on ES v e2 , routed through the switches v 1 , . . . , v n can be described as follows, similar to Steiner [14] .
= e e1,1 e 1,1 e 1,2 · · · e n,n e n,e2 (2) where e n,n denotes a frame delivering in a switch. Let M denote the set of all messages in the system. We model a message m p ∈ M associated with the virtual link vl p by the tuple.
where P p is the period and L p is the size in bytes. m p,q can represent the q th instance of the message m p .
where T p,q is the generated time of the message instance m p,q in an ES. A frame f e i,j p,q uniquely corresponds to a message instance m p,q scheduled on a particular link e i,j . Let F be the set of all frames f e i,j p,q in the system. F e i,j p ∈ F denotes the ordered set of all frames f e i,j p,q carried by virtual link vl p scheduled on physical link e i,j and the sequence of all frames is decided by frame offsets. Furthermore, we denote the first and last frame in the set F
p is defined by the following tuple, similar to Steiner [14] .
where of 
B
. END TO END DELAY MODEL
A frame can be regard as the basic unit of an instance of a message on a particular link. For a frame f e i,j p,q , all possible delays can be illustrated in Fig. 1 , where df CT p,q,e i,j denotes computational delay in a ES processor or technical delay in a switch processor, df SH p,q,e i,j denotes the transmission delay between the processor and the sending buffer, df SW p,q,e i,j is the queuing delay of the message waiting to be sent in the sending buffer within a node, df SPH p,q,e i,j is the communication delay between the sending buffer and the physical port, df N p,q,e i,j denotes the communication delay on physical link e i,j , df RPH p,q,e i,j is the communication delay between the physical port and the receiving buffer, df RW p,q,e i,j is the queuing delay of the message waiting to be received in the receiving buffer within a node, df RH p,q,e i,j denotes the communication delay between the receiving buffer and the receiving processor, df T p,q,e i,j denotes transmitting delay. Usually, it can be given by
End to end delay description.
As the example in Fig. 1 shows, a frame delay is defined as df
where Z a is the set of all the possible transmission delays in Fig. 1 . A message instance is the set of frames, its delay can be derived by delays of frames. Conventional end to end delay, namely the network-level transmission delay, begins from the time that a message is sent out from a sending buffer in the corresponding ES and ends the time that the last bit is received from the physical link by the destination node. Thus, the conventional end to end delay for a message instance can be given by
where Z c = {df CT p,q,e e1,1 , df SH p,q,e e1,1 , df SW p,q,e e1,1 , df RH p,q,e e1,1 , df RW p,q,e e1,1 } is the set of some transmission delays in Fig. 1 .
The conventional end to end delay and the end to end delay are shown in Fig. 2 . For distributed mixed-critical system, the task and network are asynchronous. The network schedule table based on conventional end to end delay might keep a time-triggered frame waiting for a full transmission period in the end system. The end to end delay must contain the source queuing delay. Meanwhile, the network schedule table is not related to the destination queuing delay. So the end to end delay should not include the destination queuing delays for optimizing network schedule table.
In order to describe the entire delay for TT message in the network scheduling, we define the end to end delay beginning from the generated time point, which is simialr as Craciunas and Oliver [12] . Thus the end to end delay for a message instance is given by
where Z = {df CT p,q,e e1,1 , df RH p,q,e e1,1 , df RW p,q,e e1,1 } is a set of some transmission delays in Fig. 1 .
The end to end delay for a message m p can be derived by the max end to end delay for message instances m p,q . a Bandwidth Allocation Gap (BAG) which is the minimum time interval between two consecutive frames of a RC traffic in the source ES and a maximal frame size which limits the frame length. The constraints are the same as AFDX. 3) A best-effort (BE) traffic is simply a class for low-priority Ethernet traffic without time-triggered and BAG guarantees, but the timing behavior should pay respect to memory and frame delay constraints [30] - [32] . Though the three type traffics have different schedule strategy, the most delays shown in Fig. 1 are the same or similar, except the queuing delay caused by triggered mechanism. As RC traffic and BE traffic are both event-triggered, there is no fixed triggered time for their message transmission so that the queuing delay of the sending buffer in the source ESes is usually quite short when considering messages in the corresponding ES could not be generated at the the same time. But they are probably blocked by other messages when they are forwarded across every switch along their path due to asynchronous message arrival from different physical links or network segments. The TT traffic is time-triggered, so there is no blocked delay when it is forwarded across every switch according to predesigned schedule table. But a TT message has queuing delay in the sending buffer which is related to the generated time and the triggered time.
B. MESSAGE MODEL
Due to asynchrony between tasks and the network, usually the triggered time of TT messages does not match with the generated time so that the queuing delays of the sending buffer is uncertain. If the generated time of TT messages is known, the triggered time in TT schedule table can be designed to match with the generated time. It leads to sharply reduce the queuing delays of the sending buffer for TT messages so that the real-time and determinacy are improved. In practice, it is impossible to measure the generated time of TT messages as it varies with time drift between system time and network time in each startup or reconfiguration.
In fact, the dynamic generated time of TT messages is so difficult to measure that we have to take a roundabout method. Our method does not change the frame format of the TT messages. Only the TT buffers in end systems and ingresses of edge switches, which are the red shaded components as shown in Fig. 3 , are disabled. So TT traffic is delivered by using event-triggered mechanism in end systems and ingresses of edge switches. As the highest priority traffic they are, TT traffic can be regarded as RC traffic with the highest priority in end systems and ingresses of edge switches. TT traffic still keeps time-triggered mechanism in other switches.
TT frames in ESes do not have to be sent/received during the predesigned sending/receiving time window. Instead, TT frames can be sent from the source ESes as soon as they are generated, and they can be received by the destination ESes as soon as they arrive at the receiving ports. In the same way, TT frames from the source ESes can be also received by switches as soon as they arrive at the receiving ports. The receiving time of TT messages from ESes to switches can indirectly reflect the generated time of TT messages. So the problem about detecting the generated time of TT messages can be solved in the first connected switch from the source ES for the TT traffic.
C. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
To measure the dynamic received time of TT messages from ESes to switches, software defined network is introduced into TTE as shown in Fig. 4 . TTE switches must have the ability of software defined path. Namely, the flow table in TTE switches can be configured by a central controller.
A TT frame is sent to the connected switch as soon as the corresponding TT message is generated. Although the TT traffic is regarded as event-triggered type in all ESes, it is time-triggered in all switches. TT schedule table is still required for switches. When the system need be reconfigured, there is no flow table or a huge difference between the generated time and the triggered time, the switch would report the TT message to a centralized controller so that the centralized controller can obtain the received time of the TT message from the source ES to the first connected switch. And then the generated time of the TT message can be calculated indirectly by the centralized controller. By using this method, we can get the practical generated time of TT messages, it also provides a basis to further optimize the schedule table.
When the system need not be reconfigured, we defined a threshold and time drift which are relative to the first generated time for a time-triggered message after last update. If the time drift exceeds the threshold, the network schedule table will be reconfigured online. Calculating a time-triggered schedule table, which is a NP-complete problem, needs a long time consumption [12] . So the threshold avoids big jitters for time-triggered messages during updating the online time-triggered schedule table. The reason for selecting the threshold is that time-triggered messages may update their schedule table simultaneously so that resource consumption of scheduling solution is reduced, when system and network have their own synchronization mechanisms.
D. TT SCHEDULING CONSTRAINTS
To get the optimal TT schedule table, the constraints must be suitable. Since TT messages are not triggered by time in ESes, there is no ES constraint for TT schedule table, not like Craciunas and Oliver [12] .
For ∀v i = v j = v k ∈ V , m p = m p1 = m p2 ∈ M , f p,q = f p,q1 = f p,q2 ∈ F, scheduling constraints of the end to end delay are illustrated as follows.
1) BOUND CONSTRAINT
To plan scheduling table, we need only program offset time of all time-triggered frames during a cluster cycle t c as shown in Fig. 5 . These offsets of e i,j p,q should be within the scope of cluster cycle t c along virtual links. Namely, we need only limit that the difference between the maximum offset and minimum offset in an edge e i,j is not greater than the cluster cycle t c as follows. Because these offsets are relative value based on a discretionary reference point.
2) COLLISION-FREE CONSTRAINT Any frames (e.g. of p1,q1 , of p2,q2 ) can not collide with each other on the link e i,j at the same time. They need to satisfy with inequality (14) or inequality (15) 
3) TIME SERIES CONSTRAINT
The receiving time for a message instance m p,q on the physical link e i,j is less than the sending time on the next physical link e j,k according to the required transmission time. 
where d Innerhop is the technical delay in a switch.
4) PERIODIC MESSAGE CONSTRAINT
For any frames belonging to the same message m p on physical link e j,k , their offsets should have fixed interval due to message periodicity. For example, the interval between the q2 th frame and the q1 th frame should be q2 − q1 times period. 
5) MAX DELAY CONSTRAINT
The end to end delay should not exceed the message deadline. In a general way, the message deadline is the message period pf e e1,j p,q . Namely, the end to end delay should not exceed the message period pf 
6) OFFSET CONSTRAINT
The offset in the first connected switch must be larger than the generation time to ensure the arrival TT frame can find an appropriate triggered window to be scheduled out from queuing buffer. Also the offset should not be too large to avoid a long time waiting. So it is the key parameter which should be calculated accurately as shown in Fig. 5 .
Considering the synchronization precisions of the tasks schedule and the network schedule (e.g. J p,q and J e e1,1 p,q ), the offset constraint can be described as follows. 
7) MINIMUM DELAY CONSTRAINT
If the sum of end-to-end delays is limited to a minimum, there are more network resource to transmit other messages with low priorities. Meanwhile, it leaves an adequate safe distance between the arrived time and receipt time to keep the time-triggered message from missing receipt time in a destination end system. Moreover, the sum of end-to-end delays is limited to a minimum, so that there is enough time resource to select an appropriate time window for designing the receipt time. Time-triggered messages are not only high determinacy but also high real-time.
The basic constraint formulae are not specific to SMT solvers, but the task-and network-level schedule co-synthesis can be transformed into a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem to minimize end-to-end delay [12] . All the switches send the TT frames according to the online TT schedule table dispatched by SDN centralized controller. To obtain an optimal online TT schedule table, the scheduling algorithm must be fast. However, it often costs too much time to finish resolving by MIP solver. For example, focused on a network with fewer than 64 TT messages, MIP solver Gurobi needs at least twenty times as the processing time as SMT solver Yices (the detailed values are about 50s/2s) [12] . So it is impractical to use MIP solver in the online scheduling context. 5: if Stmp = ∅ then 6: while Stmp = ∅||delaymin = 0.75delay do 7: if Stmp = ∅&&delaymin = 0.75delay then 8: delaymin ← 0.75delay; 9: update: constaint(delaymin)(21); 10: else 11: S ← SMTSolve(constaints); 12: calculate: delay; 13: delaymin ← 0.5delay; 14: update: constaint(delaymin) (21); 15: end if 16: count + +;
17:
Stmp ← SMTSolve(constaints); 18: if time > timethd||count > forthd then 19: break; 20: end if 21: end while 22 : end if 23: return S;
In order to work with mixed time-triggered message periods, the algorithm need calculate the lowest common multiple (LCM) of all time-triggered message periods as a cluster cycle first. In the cluster cycle, the algorithm displays the number of each time-triggered message so that the time-triggered frames in all links can be known. According to the constraints 1-6, SMT can obtain a feasible solution for all frames. Finally, SMT-based scheduling algorithm with the constraints 1-7 can obtain a better solution by iterations.
The processing time of SMT solver Yices is feasible, but it can not support the optimal problem (e.g. the minimum). To solve the problem, the minimum delay constraint is converted as the following inequality, where the parameter delaymin is the predicted delay bound of all messages.
Though updating the parameter delaymin by dichotomy, the approximate optimal solution can be obtained by SMT solver Yices. Meanwhile, the 75% limitation is added into the scheduling algorithm to ensure that the minimum sum of end-to-end delays for all messages is not less than 75% of the calculated value, so as to guarantee the validity of the calculated value. Moreover, the thresholds of processing time and iteration are added to guarantee real-time online scheduling. Although the above algorithm can not obtain the optimal solution, but the SMT-based scheduling algorithm is a tradeoff between fast scheduling and optimal scheduling. If the SMT solver can not give a feasible solution, the traditional scheduling algorithm also has no feasible solution. The network can not load so many TT messages. Some TT messages should be degraded to rate-constrained messages. It does not happen under reasonable task requirements.
IV. ARCHITECTURE VALIDATION A. EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY 1) SIMULATION MODEL
The self-designed software based on OMNeT++ is used to perform experiments to evaluate the performance of the new method. The switch module and the controller module are similar to Klein and Jarschel [33] and Salih et al. [34] . But the buffers in the switch module and the centralized controller module are divided into three types, TT buffers, RC buffers, and BE buffers.
An ES module is displayed in Fig. 6 , where Sflow modules generate all frames with different traffic types, Rflow modules receive all frames with different traffic types, flowDispatch module is responsible for dispatching frames to different Sflow/Rflow modules, buffer modules temporarily store different frames, and scheduler module realizes scheduling for different traffics according to traffic constraints discussed in section III-A. flowCheck module is used to check whether the received frames satisfy rules, such as the TT schedule table. 
2) NETWORK CONFIGURATION
There are three types of network sizes for performance analysis in experiments. All networks are mesh network shown in Fig. 7 , any two switches in the network are interconnected with each other. Meanwhile, there is a SDN centralized controller for each network to dispatch flow tables.
To verify the availability of SDTTE, a case with a small network is used. In middle and large networks, the number of messages grows to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. Detailed network configurations are shown in Table 1 .
The bandwidth of each link is 100Mbit/s. When the period of TT messages is small (such as 2ms and 4ms), TT messages can not be scheduled in the above networks as the solution space is too big to traverse. So in our experiment, the periods of TT messages are not same, they are randomly selected from the set (16ms, 32ms, and 64ms). The BAG of RC messages is a random value among 2ms, 4ms, and 8ms to make full use of bandwidth.
B. EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION 1) MECHANISM VERIFICATION
The SMT-based scheduling algorithm was processed by a laptop where operating system is Win7, CPU is i3-M380, memory is 4G, and software platform is VS2013 with VC++ language. The processing time of SMT-based scheduling algorithm is illustrated by ten independent repeated experiments for different networks as shown in Fig. 8 , respectively. The results show that the processing time is less than 10s. The time drift is less than 1us during updating, when we assume that the clock drift is 100ns per second [35] . The threshold is mainly related to minimum gap between the generated time and the triggered time for a time-triggered message (it is 0.1ms in experiments). If the time drift becomes 0.1ms, it costs 1000s (about 15 minutes) at least. So the update frequency is more than 15 minutes. System and network are not synchronized, but system and network are synchronized respectively, such as SAE AS62580 in network synchronization. Thus the time drift between systems and network is much less than 100ns, the update frequency may be hour-level generally.
When the clock drift is bigger than 100ns per second or the update frequency is too high, it is feasible that compensation (some millisecond) can be added to the triggered time. Because the sum of end-to-end delays is limited to a minimum, there is an adequate safe distance between the arrived time and receipt time to keep the time-triggered message from missing receipt time in a destination end system. Moreover, jitters in Offset constraint can be changed to increase minimum gap between generated time and triggered time. The threshold can be higher by using the above two methods so that the update frequency becomes lower. 
2) AVAILABILITY VERIFICATION
The small mesh network is used to verify the availability of SDTTE and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 9 , which can illustrate the correctness of our simulation model. According to the results, the end to end delays for TT messages are almost reduced from the millisecond range to the microsecond range. Meanwhile, the end to end delays for RC messages and BE messages only have some slight changes which are shown in Fig. 10 . It is verified that SDTTE can reduce the end to end delays for TT messages to guarantee their real-time and determinacy requirements. At the same time, SDTTE has no side effect on the RC traffic and the BE traffic.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ASSESSMENT 1) MIDDLE NETWORK
To obtain statistical regularity of end to end delay, the middle size network case is used to evaluate the performance of our model and algorithm, and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 11 . It is clear that the end to end delays for TT messages are also reduced from the millisecond range to the microsecond range, except the 9 th , 18 th , and 27 th TT messages. Meanwhile, the trends of the end to end delays for RC messages and BE messages are similar as in the small size network case, which are shown in Fig. 12 . The delay differences between in TTE and SDTTE are quite small and the changing rate is less than 10%.
To minimize the sum of end to end delays for TT messages, it just means that probably not all the generated time of all TT messages can match with their triggered time. It depends on the detailed traffic configuration and topology. In some case, the difference between the generated time and the triggered time in SDTTE might become larger than that in TTE. It leads that the 9 th TT message in SDTTE has a bigger end to end delay. Under the constraint about minimizing the sum of end to end delays for TT messages, it is allowed that the delays for some TT messages could be large in order to obtain a holistic optimal solution. But the big delay is still smaller than the corresponding deadline which is 32ms. In another word, the calculated scheduling table still meets the real-time requirement for the 9 th TT message.
2) LARGE NETWORK
The end to end delays in a large mesh network are obtained in Fig. 13-14 . The trends of the delay differences are the same as those in a middle mesh network. The results show that the end to end delays for TT messages in SDTTE are far less than those in TTE. Similarly, the end to end delays for RC and BE messages in SDTTE are approximate to those in TTE.
Just like in the middle size network, the generated time of some TT messages can not match well with their triggered time, such as the 10 th and 19 th TT messages. But still, their transmission deadlines are satisfied according to the results.
D. PHENOMENA ANALYSIS
The distribution of end to end delays for TT messages in the three networking cases are illustrated in Fig. 15 . The result shows that end to end delays for TT messages in SDTTE have a tighter distribution than that in TTE. The determinacy for TT messages in SDTTE is also improved. The most of end to end delays for TT messages are concentrated at the sub-millisecond level. Meanwhile, the distribution of end to end delays for TT messages is from an irregular distribution in TTE to a Poisson-like distribution in SDTTE as shown in Fig. 15 . In some sense, It just agrees with the rule ''The arrival of a message is a Poisson process'' in queuing theory.
Statistical values about end to end delays in different scales of network are shown in Table 2 . Compared with TTE, the mean end to end delays for TT messages in SDTTE are reduced to 4.5%, 5.9%, and 4.3% in the small, middle, and large network, respectively. The reducing rate in the middle network is less than those in other networks. The reason lies in that the 9 th TT message in SDTTE has a bigger delay than that in TTE, which just pulls up the reducing rate. If necessary, the separated constraints for each TT messages can be added in the last iteration process.
When there are some messages like the 9 th TT message in Fig. 10 , the median end to end delays for TT messages can be used to analyze the overall performance. Compared with TTE, the median end to end delays for TT messages in SDTTE are reduced to 2.3%, 2.6%, and 1.8% in the small, middle, and large networks, respectively. The performance of TT messages in SDTTE is improved by about 40 times. Meanwhile, Table 2 also shows that median end to end delays for TT messages are less than those of RC messages and BE messages, which means most of the TT messages can be optimized well.
Moreover, delay biases for RC and BE messages between SDTTE and TTE are also calculated and illustrated in Fig. 16 . The results show that SDTTE has a sub-millisecond level impact on RC and BE messages. The mean delay biases for RC and BE messages in SDTTE are less than 1% of end to end delays for RC and BE messages. So the influence for RC and BE messages in SDTTE can be ignored.
Additionally, mean delay jitters for different types of messages are shown in Table 3 , where the time synchronization accuracy is set as same as the time tick (20ns). The results show that the delay jitter for TT messages is the smallest, followed by the delay jitter for RC messages, and the delay jitter for BE messages is the largest. Combined with table 2  and table 3 , it can be seen that SDTTE not only takes full advantages of strict deterministic transmission in the TT traffic, but also greatly reduces the end to end delay for the TT traffic in the task-level. When message configuration is reasonable, messages could have low delay and jitter so that they can obtain good real-time and determinacy.
V. CONCLUSION
The synchronization between tasks and the network is a critical prerequisite for the TT traffic to ensure real-time and determinacy requirement. Due to the asynchrony between tasks and the network, the end to end delays for TT messages are uncertain.
Detecting the generated time of TT messages is the critical mechanism to minimize the end to end delays. To make the generated time of TT messages detectable, the TT traffic is regarded as the event-triggered traffic with the highest priority in the source ES. The detailed generated time can be indirectly detected when TT messages arrive at the first connected switch.
And then SDN is introduced into TTE as SDTTE to detect the generated time of TT messages in different patterns and obtain the online TT schedule table. Thereafter, TT scheduling constraints is revised so that SMT can replace MIP to solve optimization problem. Meanwhile, SMT-based scheduling algorithm is optimized to process fast for online TT schedule.
Subsequently, the small scale case is used to verify the availability of SDTTE. Finally, two middle and large cases are realized to analyze the performance of SDTTE. The statistical results show that the end to end delays for TT messages are reduced by 95% and the end to end delays for RC and BE messages are almost unchanged. Meanwhile, the processing time is less than 10s, the threshold triggered the update avoids big jitters for time-triggered messages during updating.
